Cities of Peace Detroit Initiative

LETTER OF INTENT

The undersigned, hereby acknowledge our intention to help build Cities of Peace within Detroit and the greater region of Detroit, expanding the Lower Peninsula of Michigan and ultimately throughout the State.

A City of Peace, as officially defined, by Cities of Peace Detroit Initiative, is cocreating community living that is safe, restoratively just, peaceful and prosperous.

A Culture of Peace, as officially defined, by Cities of Peace Detroit Initiative, is every individual living their highest potential, supported by infrastructures that encourage 21st Century Conscious Peacemaking and Peacebuilding within all sectors, fields and functions.

We endeavor to:

- Embrace 21st Century Research and Collective Intelligence;
- Utilize cutting edge Conscious services, models and programs of individuals and organizations leading the way;
- CoCreate a Resonant Field that expands the Lower Peninsula and eventually statewide;
- Utilize a Whole Systems Approach for cocreating new and sustainable solutions;
- Interconnect and Build Collaboration between all Sectors, Fields and Functions;
- Providing a free flow of interconnectivity between all citizens and groups;
- Establishing Coherence within all groups;
- Inviting Mayors within Michigan’s Lower Peninsula to officially declare their city a City of Peace;
- Invite all citizens to hold intentions of Peace;
- Offer all citizens the opportunity to expand as Peacemakers through accessible information, knowledge, community circles, masterminds, forums, gathering centers and within social infrastructures;
- Make NVC accessible to all citizens;
- Address the need and implement restorative practices, rehabilitation and social healing for all social ills;
- Offer all citizens the opportunity to participate in unified community projects, events and campaigns;
- Address and meet the current needs of varying individuals and the social infrastructures;
- Recognize and welcome each individual’s potential for serving the whole;
- Inviting all citizens to live their full capacities and make a difference;
- Support the advancement of the next generation of Peacemakers within the Academic Infrastructures;
- Provide support systems for healing, peacemaking and peacebuilding to all citizens and organizations;
- Offer jobs creation for social Peacemaking and Peacebuilding within community infrastructures;
- Impact the eradication of social ills through united community projects;
- Cocreate a tipping point within the greater region of Detroit;
- Document the process and provide systems that measure results;
- Become a Whole Systems Communal Model.
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